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Severe Marital Discord,
Divorce & Their Consequences
Part 2: Clinical Examples
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Scheme of the Normal Oedipus Complex of Girls
(First and Second Stage Excluding the Inverted Part)
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The double/quadruple relationship and how it may get acted-out

-

-

-

-

Father is abusing the object the girl has
chosen at this stage. Notice too, that the
father is the hated rival at this point. His
abuse of the mother during this stage can
make her fear/and or hate the father and
later on all men, in spite of being attracted
to them sexually.
This situation may make a full move to the
second stage (oedipal) much more difficult,
and fearful. One solution is a masochistic
development, so that she will enjoy abuse if
she was to receive it, either from the father
or later on from other men. Indeed she may
provoke it in the end.
Another is a potential inclination towards
women since they are loving and men can
be abusive and frightening i.e., a possible
homosexual inclination.
A strong feminine component in her
bisexual constitution will still move her to
the father and later on to other men, but
with significant ambivalence, fears and
other problems through identification with
the abused mother, a residual fear and hate
of men, all of whom sooner or later will
come to represent the abusive father. It is
from this group that some of the “avengers”
will be born. Examples follow soon.
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Idealized Father
-Normal for the stage
-Father loves her not
mother
-Mother is a rival
-Girl hostile to mother
-She be a better wife
-Wants to have child of
father
-If mother is the abusive
one, attachment to father
stronger
-How are any of the
above factors modified
in case of abuse by the
father?

Denigrated Father

Idealized Mother

-Because of discord,

-At this stage mother is
the rival and as such
idealization is less likely

fights, abuse etc

-Father is at the same
time a frightening figure

-Natural conflict
between her interest in
father and what she is
exposed to leading to a
strong masochistic
development that thus
preserves interest in
father (1)
-Simultaneous
identification with
sadistic father (2)

-But if daughter is
abused too she may
empathically idealize
the mother and fear the
father
-One possible solution
again is a masochistic
one
-Another, is an unconscious identification
with the aggressor

Denigrated Mother
-Natural for an Oedipal
girl (3)
-Likes to get mother out of
the way so that she can
have father(4)
-At this age aggression
may not have the same
meaning. Ex of Hampstead “Get out of here”
-Better her than me
-Father loves me,
particularly if he is not
abusive to the girl but
the contrary

-Variations that can
occur when mother is
the aggressive, abusive
one

SECOND STAGE

Girl Oedipus
complex
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Severe marital discord and its consequences for
children
1) Role of the possible early identification with the masochistic
aspects of the mother and what it can lead to later on in their lives.
How they provoke their partners…
2) Notice the shifting positions (according to what aspect of the
mother-father relationship is being re-enacted) and what
behaviors that leads to.
3) Notice the unconscious fantasies that girls may develop in order
to explain the father’s anger and abusive behavior towards the
mother. Mother must have done something. These fantasies will
vary according to the age of the child. In older children, that
something that mother must have done may be fantasies of her
having being unfaithful to father. Such fantasies, are commonly
acted out later on by these females, frequently leading to the
destruction of what may have been a satisfactory relationship,
marriage etc.
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DIVORCE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
- As many as 40% of the men and women (that were
children of divorce) in the Judith Wallerstein study
never married
- They cohabitated with somebody, or had serial lovers,
while others led solitary lives (W. 289) *
- Wallerstein saw it as the inevitable consequence of our
“divorce culture”
- There are only 40% of married people today in this
country and numbers are going down all the time
* Wallerstein, J., et al, Unexpected Legacy of Divorce, p.289
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DIVORCE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
- Divorce is hardly ever a friendly procedure and what leads
to it, is not either. Thus, many consequences follow from
this:
a) Children have frequently witnessed angry verbal or
physical fights and abuse. Children are frightened, sad,
worried that the parents may leave, divorce, hurt each
other and so on. Some fear going back home from school,
not knowing what they may find, or fearing the violence
that may erupt
b) They may play various roles, such as mediators,
confidants, defenders (verbally or even physically) of an
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attacked mother for example

Severe marital discord and its consequences for children

c) The battles after the divorce may adopt different forms
i.e., blaming, denigrating, undermining or bad
mouthing the other parent or forcing the children to
take sides etc
d) Not paying child support, not keeping appointments
to pick up the children or for visitations
e) Drilling the children about the other parent life, boyfriends, girlfriends and the like or exposing them to
new lovers, sexual promiscuity. These events will
determine too their adult behavior
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SEVERE MARITAL DISCORD, DIVORCE AND THEIR
CONSEQUENCES
- Children frequently feel that they are responsible for their
parents divorce or fights attributing it to their disobedience, bad behavior, poor grades at school or what not
- This is particularly true of children still in the egocentric
stage of development. Remember too, that children under
12 years of age have at best a partial understanding of
these problems
- Adolescents are more mature. They may be able to look at
the moral problems involved, while drawing lessons for
their own futures
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Summary of dynamics and clinical examples
- The role of the oedipus complex.
- These girls make multiple and simultaneous
identifications with various and different aspects of the
behaviors of the parental couple (both fathers and
mothers). In a way it is as if they have developed
multiple personalities.
- Sadism (identification with mother/sadistic father
couple).
- Masochism (identification with abused mother).
- Identification with other behaviors of the mother*
- The avengers: ( a special type) out to take revenge and
punish men who are bad and the tormentors of mother
and by extension of the patients who have identified
with their mothers. Some examples will show the
sadism, masochism and other factors (simultaneously)
involved in these behaviors.
- Nobody controls me or isolates me**
- Turning passive into active***
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- Do not love me phenomenon (5)

Other dynamics and clinical examples
- Some of these women are very skilful and successful at
seducing men. They seem extremely pleasant,
interested and concerned. They act for as long as
necessary as very loving, helpful and committed to the
man they wish to attract. This behavior continues for a
while in the newly established relationship. It goes
without saying that they behave in extremely sexually
seductive ways. Yet, at the same time that they are
playing this role, they may be simultaneously deceiving
that person by being actively involved in seducing other
men, or in actual sexual relationships with other men,
while still pretending to the uniqueness of the
relationship with their “victim” (for lack of another
word).
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Other dynamics and clinical examples
- Once the “victim” is trapped so to say i.e., has fallen
genuinely in love with her, which of course they would
be fully aware of and had been promoting very actively,
they make manifest in one way or another, their double
or triple game of infidelity and the falsehood of their
previous demonstrations of affection and love for the
given man.
- As you will expect this is a devastating and traumatic
experience for the men so deceived. At times, these girls
rationalize their behaviors. Such rationalizations are on
occasion quasi delusional (if not completely so) but
quite commonly their destructive sadistic intent and
provocation is not any longer hidden but quite in the
open.
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Other dynamics and clinical examples
- In a case I am familiar with, when the surprised and
devastated partner asked the girl friend in astonishment
at her deceit “Why are you doing this? The callous
answer was “ because I want to!” which would have
been fine, had she not purposely misled this man the
way she had done for a very long time. In fact she had
gone for a week of sex to some resort or another with
her new found friend! These women, in the very few
cases I am familiar with, may have repeated this or
similar behaviors 6 to 10 times or more in the course of
just a few years! In the one case I have in mind, this
particular girl usually came back after a short while
after this dramatic and revolting piece of acting out
claiming repentance (?) and full of promises of how
devoted she would be from that moment onwards, only
to have repeated exactly the same behavior later on in
several other occasions.
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Other dynamics and clinical examples

- The sad thing about all this, beyond the obvious and
unnecessary pain occasioned to their male partners,
is that behind this piece of acting out there is on
occasion potentially truly loving and quite wonderful
persons that can never realize themselves, given the
acting out that their inner conflicts force them to
constantly repeat.

- Somewhat modified forms of the above acting out
seem possible for men too though it seems less
frequent..
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Other dynamics and clinical examples
- Trying to examine what triggers of these dramatic
events and behavior changes in these girls is not at
all easy, but some factors can be discerned:
In some cases, particularly the case of what I have
called “the avengers” they are simply forced to punish
all men to whom they may relate since they become
sooner or later a representative of the abusive father.
In extreme cases of this type, that alone may well be
the essential factor. Such girls are constantly
recreating this scenario with multiple men, like an
obsession. I do not think that they are consciously
aware of what it is that they are planning to do,
because if that was the case, at least some of them,
which are essentially and deep down good persons,
will not be able to go on with these behaviors. Example
given before was possibly of this type
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Other dynamics and clinical examples
- In the more benign cases of this type though, at one
point or another their new valentines are cast in the role
of the abusive fathers, perhaps through some behavior
that triggers off some resemblance with the paternal
figure. In other cases they construe an scenario where
they feel victimized and abused (the masochistic
identification with the mother).
- One of them will suddenly state for no apparent reason
to her boyfriend “I do not want to be your week end
fuck” or something in such style (though they were the
active promoters of the sexual relationship and some of
these men genuinely love them).
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Other dynamics and clinical examples
– At other times what triggers the behaviors is the realization that
they are really loved by the men they have chosen. That is a no-no,
since as we have seen they can not do better than their mothers,
in their love life with men. Clearly too, in the deceit that soon
follows there is an element of turning passive into active, they are
not going to be “abused” like their mothers were, but they are the
abusers, while at the same time they are punishing men for the
abuse their fathers inflicted on their mothers. Here frequently one
can see the sadistic intention to hurt the other person, which I
believe includes in some cases the actualization of what these
girls thought (unconsciously) where the wishes of their mothers,
that is the wish to hurt their husbands any way they could,
including for example being unfaithful to them (that had been so
abusive) and in whose web for many reasons they feel caught.
Another such girl, suddenly and out of nowhere, started shouting
at the boy-friend “I hate you”, ”I hate you” with a lot of anger
attached to these words (she was at the time running around with
another man). Apparently there was no much of a reason for such
an outburst and the boyfriend was flabbergasted at this, deciding
to leave for good just there and then. Two hours later she was on
the phone calling for help since she had managed to involve
herself in some sort of accident that required his help!
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Other dynamics and clinical examples
– That one can see some of the positive loving elements in
some of these women, even under this tragic
circumstances, makes the whole thing all the more sad.
Remember that many of the women that are so forced to
act out, may have had themselves a loving relationship
with their fathers at some point or another. As mentioned,
that makes some men desirable partners and with some of
them at least and if only for a short while, a viable
relationship. (See W p.286). This oedipal fact is specially
highlighted in a case that I am very familiar with, where of
the approximately eight or more relationships that this
lady was known to have had, three of them where with
men older than her, 25 to 45 years older! Further these
relationships developed in most cases in a matter of days.
Two of them started “secretely” (the deception) while she
was pretending to be in a loving relationship with
somebody she had been involved for quite a while.
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Other dynamics and clinical examples
- Remember too, that women are as much sexual
animals as men are, contrary to the common pretence
among some of them, that sex is all men care about
and want from their partners. Here is the mechanism
of projection as their defense against their own
sexuality and lack of genuine interest on their male
partners whatever the reasons that may have led them
there.
- The oedipal victory: In a way you could say that
symbolically they got the father that had abandoned
the mother but that they may have been very attached
too, for themselves later on in life. Perhaps, out of
oedipal guilt these relationships are not viable either.
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Other dynamics and clinical examples
-

Undoing of father’s behavior: At the same time they seem to be
undoing mother’s choice of an abusive partner when they find a
reasonable man, which unfortunately they can not tolerate for long either,
for the various reasons we have already discussed.

-

In all these cases, it always operates as well, the factor that they are
condemned to do not better than their mothers in their relationships to
men, which unfortunately constitutes a permanent and ineludible
prohibition. They are thus compelled one way or another to destroy their
amorous liaisons. Sadly, all of these points to the extraordinary complexity
in human behavior, deceitfulness, and human relationships. Sadly too it
deprives these women of a lasting loving relationship, a family and
possibly children.

-

The patient in question, after having listened to many of the
explanations that his analyst was offering of the behavior of this girlfriend,
that he so badly wanted to understand since he has been so much in love
with her said one day: I hope you are right. The problem is that you
analysts try to explain and justify all kinds of behaviors. May be the
answer is a lot simpler e.g., there are somewhat better people (not perfect
of course) and some not so good human beings! Perhaps he was right!
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Other dynamics and clinical examples
- The patient in question, after having listened
for years, to the many explanations that his
analyst was offering about the behavior of
his girlfriend, that he so badly wanted to
understand, since he had been so much in
love with her, said one day: I hope you are
right. The problem is that you analysts try to
explain and justify all kinds of behaviors.
May be the answer is a lot simpler e.g., there
are somewhat better people (not perfect of
course) and some not so good human
beings! Perhaps he was right!
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